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I. Personal Jurisdiction
	A. Geography- in what states can def. be sued
		1. must have power over def. or property
			a. in personam- ct has power over def. herself
				1. domiciled, in state when served
			b. in rem, quasi in rem- power over property, can be personal prop. 
	B. How to determine personam jurisdiction
		1. Long Arm statute-must have statute  (analyze first)
		2. Due Process- sets outer limits. (analyze second)
*******			
	A. In personam Jurisdiction
		- general-can sue for claim that arose anywhere
		- specific-claim that arises in the forum
		
1. Constitutional Analysis: Find factors from various cases to use on exam.
	a. Pennoyer v. Neff- based on raw, physical power.  jurisdiction 			over people and things which are in their state boundaries.  Four 			traditional basis for in personam jurisdiction:

  1)presence when served with process-general jurisdiction (still true)
  2)can serve process on def’s agent-general jurisdiction (still true)
  3)domociled in state-general jurisdiction (still true)			
  4)consent-general jurisdiction (still true), actual and implied consent

If def. not domociled, and doesn’t have an agent, can only get jurisdiction if in state.  Expanded basis
			b. Hess v. Palowski- car wreck in Mass., from Penn. Gets out of state so not sued in Mass.  Ct. said that Mass statute re non-resident motorists involved in wreck have consented to jurisdiction and appt. to commissioner of motor vehicles is agent for you in Mass.  Still True to Penoyer, because consent when driving and serve agent.  

			c. International Shoe-Instead of pushing traditional notions, need new doctrinal formula.  Penoyer too tough. Make state lines a little less important.  Can serve process out of states.  “if def. has such minimum contacts witht he forum so that exercize of jurisdiction does not offend traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice” Does not overrule Penoyer.  This is the test if the def. is not present.  Presence by itself is still good.  
	1. Contacts-
	2. Fairness-

			d. McGee-Tx corp. sells one contract of insurance in Ca, and insurance co. breaches, only contract.  Ct says jurisdiction exists because:
	1. Def. solicited business-reached out to Ca
	2. Relatedness-relatedness between the def. contact and cause of action-makes up 	for minimum contact
	3. States interest- Ca had strong interest in providing its citizens with forum

			e. Hanson v. Denkla (NO)-wealthy penn. widow sets up trust with Del. bank and they are sending stuff back and forth.  She moves down to Fl. and keeps doing business then dies. What to know if juris. in Fl. over Del Bank.
	1. no relevant contact( important for seeing )-  “contact did not arise from purposeful availment”.  Def. must reach out to that state.  They only contact was on behalf of pl. 

			f. WW Volkswagon (NO)- Family lives in NY but decides to move to Arizona. They buy new car in NY, but when they got to Tulsa, car exploded.  Alleging car is defective and try to sue in Ok.  Four Defendants 1)manufacturer, easy in Ok 2) N. America importer, do business in states *3) Regional distributor- Worldwide, but only business in Conn., Ny, and Nj never did anything in Oklahoma, *4)Retailer in NY
	Can you hit 3 and 4 in Oklahoma-ct said no.  There is no contact.  No purposeful availment.  Whatever contact with Oklahoma is a unilateral act of a third party, the Robinson’s driving the car.  Purposeful availment can’t come from third party activity. Was foreseeable that car would be there, but not relevant inquiry.  Foreseeability is relevant, but only that def’s can be sued there, not that product could get there.  

			g. Burger King- Ct recognized that min. contacts test from Shoe has two parte. 1)contact, and 2)fairness.  Must have relevant contact before you look at fairness. BK suit in Miami by BK corp sued two franchisees up in Michegan. Franchisees had contact because theey entered cotnract with Florida and Florida law would apply.  Discusses fairness.  Little guys shouldn’t have to travel.  Sup Ct. says tough.  Burden is on def. to show that that is a inconvenient standard.  It has to be gravely difficult that youare at a severe disadvantage. Relevant wealth of litigants has nothing to do with it.  Only case that talks about fairness. 
			
			h. Asahi (no)-Stream of commerce. Manufacture valves in state A and sell to B.  B sends valves to C,D, E.  Valves blow up in E.  Have you purposefully availed yourself?  Two separate theories, but no law, 4-4
	1. Brennan wing- yes, reasonably anticipate that valve can get to E, then that is test for stream of commerce.
	2. O’Connor-need above + some intent to serve state E, like maybe advertisement, or marketing.
Need to talk about both tests on exam.

			i. Burnham- no law, 4-4.  Served in Ca on unrelated item. Whether presence gives enough on minimum contacts, general jurisdiction.
	1. Scalia-presence good enough, Penoyer is still alive.
	2. Brennan-presence not good enough, look at minimum contacts.  All nine agree, but on different theories.  Burnham was soaking up the benefits of Ca for three days and that is good enough.  If he had been robbed, would have used Ca. police department

General Jurisdiction-if contacts are substantial, continuous, and systematic. Cause of action can arise anywhere.  Somewhat unclear where to draw the line
1. Domocile is certain
2. corporations
Perkins-	
Helicopteros-

What’s the approach for an exam?
Constitutional Analysis-
1. Is it traditional basis as in Penoyer, presence or domocile, service on an agent, consent
flag that traditional basis if so.  Then, 
2. Analyze minimum contacts


First point is contact.  Is there relevant contact btwn Def. and forum, (BK)
two issues:
1)purposeful availment, cause arises from def’s purposeful availment
a. money, use roads, protections of state
b. can’t result from act of third party, but must be def.’s act

2)Foreseeability- that this def. can get sued in this forum, not that the product can get there!!

3)fairness factors
	a. relatedness- action arising from the contact .  if yes, easier to find jurisdiction 	with small amount of contact (McGee).  Systematic, then general jur. and 	relatedness not importan
	
	b. convenience- def. will say not convenience.  Burden on def. to show that it is 	gravely inconvenient.  Almost  never able to meet that test. (BK)

	c. State’s interest- state may have some interest in providing a forum. (Mcgee)

Unclear-
1. stream of commerce (Asahi)
2. pure presence by itself (Burnham)

	2. Statutory Tests-every state has series of statutes. Generally statute for each of the traditional basis. Domociled, service on agents, consent. 
		 Non motorist resident act can also be seen as consent. (Hess).  Specific jurisdiction.  Arising out of purposeful availment of roads, and consent. 
		a. Long arm statutes-trying to get non resident.
			1. can reach to the full extent of due process
			2. laundry list of factors, subject to specific jurisdiction for the act 			or claim
				a. transacted business, committed tort, matrimonial 					domocile, owns real property etc.
	
**watch the language, any business v. substantial business.  Tort in state v. tort that has impact in state. Can be reinterpreted in different ways. 

Hypo
Pl from WA, drives to OR.  Sees shop in OR and wants to buy clock.  Buys clock and puts it in car and takes home to WA.  Clock is great, but screen breaks and bird flies across and hits pl.  Pl. is injured in WA, and want’s to sue in WA.  Can he do it?

1. statutory basis? Statute provides jur. in Wa over non-res. who commit a tory in Wash.  Did Joe commit a tort in WA?
	-no, uncle joe neg. in OR where he made it
	-yes, tort in WA because pl. was injured there and pl was injured there, so statute 	was met. 
2. Constitutional analysis
	1. traditional basis, no. 
	2. Int’l shoe
		a. contacts- clock got to Wash, but that’s not relevant.  Has to be result of purposeful availment.  Unilateral actof third party is how clock got to Wa.  Look for other facts.  Shop is two miles from border and advertises on radio and tv.  Out of state checks ok because have so many good customers in Wash.  Does it look more like McGee, reached out to state, or WW Volks, didn’t reach out, but due to third party. 
		b. Foreseeability- Well, if we know that many clocks are going to Washington then maybe. 
	2. Fairness
		a. relatedness-yes, this lawsuit arises from cuckoo clock being there
		b. convenience-Wa not far away
		c. State’s interest- providing forum for citizens.

	B. In rem, Q. In rem- jurisdiction over property, not def. herself.  Can’t get in personam jurisdiction, but def. left some property, so we are going to use that property for jurisdiction.
	-In rem, the lawsuit is about ownership of that property.
	-Q. in rem, the lawsuite has nothing to do with that property.  Could be another 	unrelated cause of action.  If we attached land at outset, could use that land and if 	def. doesn’t show up, then can sell property.
		-look at attachment statute 
		-Schaeffer- attach property, but must still meet minimum contacts. Same 		test for q in rem property.  If in rem, property is probably enough. 

**Geographically can sue Def. if contacts

II Notice (and opp. to be heard)
	A. service of process- (4) way of giving notice
		1. summons and copy of complaint
		2. served by any non party at least 18
		3. How? 4(e)(2). Personal service, hand it to def., anywhere in state. 		Substituted service-ok if 1)def’s dwelling house or usual abode, 2)suitable 		age and discretion who resides there.
		4. Waiver-(4)(d). Def. can waive formal service of process. Request that 		def. waive formal service of process.
		5. State law-4 (e)(1)-can also use methods of process of state court, state 		in which you sit, but also state in which def. sits. 
		6. Agent-4(e)(2)-may appoint one by contract, or by operation of law. 
		7. Corporation 4H-must serve agent of corp. 
		8. 4(k)(1) Watch for state long arms. Fed. ct. can look to long arms. Can 		fed. ct ever reach outside state? No, fed. ct can only serve outside state line 		if state line would allow it to do so.
			***exceptions-bulge rule, 4k1b-can serve within 100 miles of 			      courhouse if not in same state.  Doesn’t apply to def.  Bulge 			      rule only applies to impleaders, or rule 19 def’s. 
				    -statutory impleader

	B. Constitutional test for notice
		1. Mulane- the notice must be reasonably calculated under all the 			circumstances to give actual notice. 
red flag		a. service by publication (constructive)- circumstances, can’t find 			person, where nothing else is possible, it may be ok, but always a  			last resort.  

	C. Opportunity to be heard
		1. Conneticut, Fuentes- worried about pre-judgement seizure of property 		before opportunity to be heard. 
			a. To uphold seizure of property by statute, statute should require, 			but no definitive decision on how many you need.
				-seller must give affidavit
				-writ should come from judge
				-require a bond before repossession
				-buyer gets notice and hearing on the merits

III Subject Matter Jurisdiction (choice of state v. fed ct)
	A. Diversity of Citizenship 1332 a 1, title 28
		1. citizens of different states-
			a. complete div. between pl. and def. -all pl. must be different than 			all def.   Pl   /   Df.  Can have same state on same side of “v”.
			b. test for diversity when case is filed.  If someone changes after, 			doesn’t matter. 
			c. Citizenship
				1. people (American)-state in which you are domiciled
					a. presence in that state, physically
					b. subjective intent to make that state home for 					foreseeable future	  
			d. Corporations
				1. 1331 c 1, citizens of all states where incorporated, and 				principal place of business (only 1)
					a. nerve center, where corp. decisions made
					b. muscle center, where business done 
** No right answer, must discuss both, and come up with total activites test for conclusion.
			e. Unincorporated org. 
				1. citizenship of all members of assoc.- no div. if cit. in all 				states
			f. Representatives
				1. 1332 c 2, minors, incompetence, decedants-look to 				citizenship of represented person, not representative.
		2. 1332 a 1-Amt. in controversy must exceed $75,000, wo int. and cost
			A. pl. claims amt in compl. unless clear to legal certainty that pl. 			can’t get that much
			B. Aggragation- need to add together more than one claim to get 			over $75,000 hump.  Can agg. cl. if one pl. v. one def.  If mult. 			parties, can’t aggragate claims. If joint right (joint owners of prop), 			look to the total value

	B. Federal Question 1331
		1. Cases arising under federal laws
			a. Look only at the complaint
			b. Claim itself must arise under federal law- is Pl. vindicating fed. rt

		Motley-lifetime passes on rr. Congress passes statute(fed law), RR can’t 		give away free passes. Sue because Fed. law doesn’t apply, but no fed. 		question.  Claim is based on Breach of Contract, not the actual fed. law.
	
	C. Supplemental Jurisdiction  1367 
		1. Allows Fed. Ct. to here claims that arise in case once in federal court, 		but dont have SMJ
			a. Gibbs-  Pl (TN)  v.  Df (TN)
		                          ------->	fed. question (yes, fq)
				  ------->          state law (no div. or fq, need SJ)
			Test:  Fed. ct can hear second claim if it “arises from common 			nucleus of operative fact” with underlying claim.  Must arise from 			same transaction and occurrence. (1367 codified)
				1. 1367 A, supp. juris. in every claim that has same t/o 				(meets Gibbs), even if against sep. def. 
				2. 1367 B, cuts back on SJ 
					a. applies only in diversity cases (1367B)
				**	b. it only kills SJ over claims by Pl. 

	D. Removal 1441
		1. Allows def. to have case removed to Fed. Ct. from State Ct. 
			a. only state to federal, not federal to state, can be remanded if 			doesn’t belong in fed.
			b. only def. can remove, not counter def. 
			c. all def must agree
				1. 1441 C, can remove if separate and ind. fed. question
			d. Remove only to distr. encompassing the state ct. 
		          *e. Removal only if SMJ 
				1. exceptions apply only to diversity
					a. no removal if any def. is citizen of forum (would 					destroy diversity)
					b. no removal more than one year after case filed

Hypo-  Bill. (Ark)  v. George (TX), Bob (KS) in Kansas State Ct. for Breach of Contract No removal to KS federal if def. citizen of forum. Bill waits and dismissed case against Bob.  Now, Bill (Ark) v. George (TX). No removal after one year. 

Hypo.  Pl. (OR) v. Def. (OR) in state ct for violation of Fed. Securities.  Removable. 

IV. VENUE
	A. 1391 Rules, which Federal District Court?  Only apply when Pl. is filing. 
		1. 1391 A-Diversity choices (same)
		2. 1391 B- Fed. Questions
			a. any dist. where all def’s reside.
				1. If all reside in dif. distr. in same state, can go to any dist. 				ct where one def. lives
				2. Residence usually citizenship
				3. Corps. reside in all dist. where they are subject to PJ
			b. any dist. where substantial part of claim arose
	
	B. Change of Venue 1404 (intra system transfer, county A to B)
		1. Can transfer from a fed. dist. ct in one state to another state
			a. can only transfer to a ct that is a proper venue and has pj over a 			def.
				1. 1404 A-allows transfer when orig. ct is a proper venue
					a. convenience of parties and witn.
					b. int. of justice-center of gravity
						1. where witn. are, evidence is, does jury 						need to look at premises? 
					c. ct to which transferred must apply law that 					original court would have applied
				2. 1406 A-when original court is an improper venue
					a. can transfer or dismiss due to improper venue
	
	C. Forum Non-Convenience- allows proper ct. to dismiss because there is a much 	better ct somewhere else. Must be strong showing since dismissing. Applies when 	you can’t transfer because better court is in another system. State court in another 	state or another country. Sometimes dismissal conditional, waiving statute of lim. 	etc.
		Piper- better court was in Scotland.  Plane crash involved in Scotland, 		everyone involved was Scotish.  Center of gravity is Scotland, but can’t 		transfer, so dismiss.
		Union Carbide- must allow American discovery when case is transferred to 		India.

V. Challenging Jurisdiction:
	A. Rule 12- the def. has two defensive responses under Rule 12
		1. answer, or
		2  motion
Time limit is 20 days after service of process or 10 days after denial of motion

12b defenses
1. subject matter jurisdiction
2. personal jurisdiction
3. venue
4. insufficient process
insufficient service 
failure to state a claim for which relief can be granted
failure to join 	
VI  ERIE DOCTERINE

This arises in diversity cases.  choice of law problem.  The black letter rule is the federal court in a diversity case must apply state substantive law and federal procedural law.  Is it substance or is it procedure?  Rules of Decision Act, state law has to govern. 			
	B.  Hanna v. Plumer-  Erie docterine is two docterines  Hana- applied fed. 		procedure law re service
		1. Source of law- federal, then apply federal. Dictated by Rules Enabeling 		Act.
		2. If not covered by FRCP, then an Erie question. 

	C. Outcome Determinitive Test-
		1. Guarantee Trust v. York- outcome of the case ought to be the same in 		federal and state court. 
		2. Bird v. Blue Ridge- “Balance the interest”, Fed. interest in the jury trial 		because 7th amend. 
		3. Hana v. Plumer- “avoid forum shopping”.  If Fed. judge doesn’t follow 		state law on issue, will it cause forum shopping, to flock to fed. courts. If 		so, then it’s a bad idea and should not do it because unfair, some people 		can’t get into fed. ct. 
	Substance- statute of limitations and tolling, must apply state law. 

Hypo:  State worried about med. malpractice, judgement and insurance rates through roof.  Statute says can file med. malpractice in ct, but have to go through manditory arbitration in front of dr.’s and lawyers.  If you don’t like arbitration, then ct.  Does the fed. distr. ct have to apply the statute?
1. FRCP on point?  No, then go to Erie tests
	a. outcome determinitive, ??
	b. which has the stronger interest? State, trying to bring insurance rates down
	c. forum shopping?  If federal judge doesn’t send it to arbitration, will pl. flock to 	federal court??  YES!! Don’t want to promote because unfair for those instate.  
	So, substantive and not state. 

VII. PLEADINGS
	A. Complaint- what the Pl. files that starts the lawsuit, 8(a)
		1. statement re smj
		2. short and plain statement of claim-fed. ct. do not require a lot of detail.  		“notice pleading”. (Conley v. Gibson).  Must have stuff in there that covers 		the elements of cause of action, but can be very conclusory. 
			a. 9b and 9g- fraud, mistake, and special damages with particularity 			and with specificity.
		3. demand for judgement
	B. Response
		1. Motion
		2. Answer
			a. respond to allegations to complaint
				1. admit, deny, don’t know, lack sufficient inf. 
					a. lack sufficient inf.-can’t if public knowledge or 					info is in your control.
					b. failure to deny is to omit. 
			b. affirmative defenses- 8C, if not then waived
				1. statute of lim, res judicata, ...
	C. Amending Pleadings-rule 15
		1. 15 (a)- three rules
			a. Pl. has right to amend once before answer,  Def. has right to 			amend wi 20 days of serving answer
			b. if no right, can still ask court permission, shall be freely given 			(don’t like to decide on technicalities)  Will generally let you do it.
		2. 15(b)-when evidence at trial doesn’t follow pleading
		3. 15(c)-amend after statute has run, relation back-treat amended pleading 		as though filed when original was filed.  
			a. amend to add new claim
				1. 15c2
			b. amend to add new party
				2. 15c3

VIII JOINDER (determines scope of litigation, must have SMJ over joinder, if not worry about Supp. Jur)
	A. Claim joinder by pl.-18(a)- assert any and all claims you have in single case.  	Can be different t/o’s etc., then assess SMJ (div. or fed q)
	B. Claim joinder by def.-
		1. counterclaim- claim against opposing party
			a. compulsory- 13a- same t/o as Pl. claim, must assert in pending 			case, will be barred by res judicata
			b. permissive- 13b- not same t/o as Pl. claim, may but don’t have to 			assert.  Can sue on it separately. 
** Still need SM jurisdiction.
Hypo: Andy (NC)  v. Barny (SC) 
---------> 100,000, can go to fed. ct on diversity.  Barny has counterclaim, but damages only 45, 000.  Has to assert, counterclaim, but doesn’t meet the amt in controvery requirement and no federal question.  Need supp. jurisdiction.  1367a, is this claim same t/o as pl. claim?  yes, compl. cc must by definition have same t/o.  Does 1367 b kill us?  
1. diversity case, but only kills supp. jur. by claims by pl.  Can bring in claim on supp. jur. 
1. no div. because amt. in cont.
2. no fed. question
3 1367 a
4. 1367 b

		2. Crossclaim-against co-party- 13g-if arises from same t/o as underlying 		dispute.  Don’t have to bring it. 

Hypo:  Three way collission, each for 1 mil.  Andy (NC) v.  Barny (SC), AMY (SC)
						<--------------------------- comp. cc = SMJ
								<-------cross claim = no div, must have Supp. jur- 1367a, same t/o b, only kills def. 

	C. Joinder of parties
		1. Permissive- 20a- who may be joined, don’t have to be.  
			a. pl’sclaims arise from same t/o (two people in cab get in wreck) 				and claims raise at least one common question (whether cab 				neg)
			c. def’s- same test
** still need SMJ
	D. Compulsary joinder or necessary or indispensible parties (where pl. has left 	someone out who should be joined) Absentee is necessary or needed for just 	ajudication.  Is A necessary?? 
		1. Yes, if meet any three tests.
			a. w/o A, the court cannot accord complete relief among parties, 			focus on efficiency-19 a 1 
			b. if A’s interest may be harmed if not joined- 19 a 2 1.  Focus on 			absentee herself
			c. if don’t join A, def. may be subjected to double liability or 			inconsistency.  Focus on def., 19 a 2 2

Hypo:  Wayne has 1,000 shares of stock in corp. Garth claims that he and Wayne each payed half and would own shares jointly.  Garth, Pl. v. Corp.  Absentee is Wayne. 
a. Court can’t wrap things up, because pl. and def. will still have dispute. 
b. If Garth wins, Wayne’s shares are gone
c. Corp. may be subjected to mult. obligations.  Could lose to Garth,then Wayne could say all mine and sue too. 

		2. Is joinder feasible?? Can we get them. why not?
			a. Personal jurisdiction
			b. Subject matter jurisdiction (may destroy diversity)
		3. If not feasible- 19b-
			a. proceeds without A
			b. dismiss the pending case. 
				1. if weigh 19 b factors, and decide dismiss, then party is 				indispensible (12b7)
					a. joint tortfeasors are not nec. parties
	
	E. Impleader- Third party practice-rule 14- new people
		1. Third party def. for indemnity or contribution, trying to funnell off some 		of liability
			a. allow claim by Pl. to tpd, and tpd v. pl,  assess smj, and supp.
Pl -----v. -----> Def. (third party pl. files third party complaint, and serves process)
		\         (Bulge rule applies only to impleaders or indisp. parties)
		  Impleader, third party def. 

	F. Intervention (didn’t learn)
	G. Interpleader (didn’t learn)

IX DISCOVERY
	A. Required Disclosure-26a
	B. Discovery Tools
		1. affidavits, depositions(yes, np, subpeona), interrogatories(no), document 		production(yes, np, subpeona), physical or mental exam (no, or someone in 		parties control, court order), request for admissions (no) -all used to get 		information from party and in some times non parties	
	C. Scope of Discovery- 
		1. Relevant only-reasonably calculated to lead to admissible evidence. 
			a. not privileged material
			b. work product immunity 26 b 3- trial prep materials 
				Hickman- work product material generated in anticipation 				of litigation unless show substantial need and not otherwise 				available.
				1. doesn’t have to prepared by an attorney 
				2. mental impressions, legal theories, conclusions and 				opinions can never get ever. 

X. PRETRIAL AJUDICATION-getting rid of case w/o going to trial
	A. Summary Judgement-rule 56
		1. No dispute as to material issue of fact
			a. Ct. must look at evidence given by parties, affidavits, deps etc., 			but no pleadings!
		2. Entitled to Judgement as matter of law
			a. rarely granted for party with burden at trial (pl)
			b. never resolve disputed material facts.  Can’t weigh affidavits and 			decide which is more persuasive.  If any conflict, then have to go to 			trial and deny SJ

Hypo: tort case, pl. says def. punched in nose.  Def. raises in answer, self defense.  Pl. moves for SJ and has affid. from someone saying pl. attacked with pl.  Def. doesn’t offer any evidence and relies on answer.  Grant sj, because they can’t rely on pleading.  Thus no disputed issue and entitled to judgement as matter of law. 

	B. 12b6-looks only at face of complaint.  If pl. has written down enough to get 	into court.  If no claim, then shouldn’t require an answer. 
		1. Judge, assuming that everything is true, would pl. win?  Usually court 		will give leave to amend.
	C. Judgement as matter of law (same as summ. judg)-all look at evidence and say 	don’t need to go to trial
	Celotex- judges should grant SJ more freely.  Read evidence in light most 	favorable to non-moving party. 

XI. Trial
	A. Right to jury trial-civil case, 7th amendment preserves rt. in actions at law, but 	not equity. (injunctions).  7th amen. only applies to Fed. Ct. 
		1. preserved, whether would have had it in 1791 at common law of 			England.
			a. got a jury at law, but not equity. Law and equity together now, 			but distinction still important for us.  equity remedies are different 			and can only get equity remedy if can’t get it at law.  Damages are 			at common law. Equity= injunction, recission, reformation etc. 
				1. determine jury right issue by issue and decide if jury on 				that issue.
				2. if issue underlies both claim at law and equity, must give 				a jury
				3. try jury issues first
	B. Select jury-rule 48, no alternate jurors
		1. Each side has three peremptory strikes and unlimited strikes for cause.
			a. must be gender and race neutral, selecting jury is state action ans 			violates equal protection
				JEB-gender
	C. Motions (post trial motions)
	same	1. Judgement as matter of law-same as SJ-50a- way to control jury if they 		do something stupid
			a. standard-reasonable people could not disagree on the result. So 			clear and overwhelming that reasonable people could not disagree.  			So don’t want to give it to the jury. Looking at different evidence 			than SJ.  Evidence that is coming in at trial. Still take evidence most 			favorable to the non-moving party.
			b. Def. must make motion at the close of pl’s case or at close of all 			evidence.  Pl. can only move at the end of all evidence. 

	same	2. Renewed judgement as matter of law-let case go to jury, judge didn’t 		grant JMOL. Jury came out with wrong decision.  Standard same as 		JMOL, but came back with decision which reasonable people could not 		have reached.  Grant JMOL (JNOV) and enter verdict for other side. 		**Motion for JMOL at the close of all evidence is a prerequisite.  Must 		have brought JMOL at the close of all evidence or renewed JMOL was 		waived.
		3. Motion for new trial-59A-way to control jury if do something stupid. 		Something that happened in case that makes us nervous and start over. 		Timing is no later than 10 days after entry of judgement. 
			A. judge mistake
			B. party, lawyer, juror did something wrong
			C. new evidence not discovered at beginning of trial. 
			D. partial new trial, conditional new trial. 
				a. remittiteur- take less money
				b. additeur-damages too low.

XII  APPEAL
	A. Final Judgement-can’t appeal until entire case wrapped up. 
		1. does trial judge have anything left to do on merits? If so, not appealable 		because not final.				
		2. Interlocutory-1292b, allows for appeal of nonfinal order only if dist. ct. 		judge certifies that controlling issue of law, and there is substantial ground 		for difference of opinion and court of appeal agrees to hear it, can appeal.
		3. Collateral order rule

XIII PRECLUSION DOCTERINE-Two cases case 1 over, does judgement preclude us from litigating anything in case two?
	A. Res Judicata- get one lawsuit to vindicate claim or cause of action. Better ask 	for all the rights of relief in that one cause of action.  Three steps
		1. By same claimant against same defendant- same parties in same 			configuration.	
		2. Case one ended in a valid, final judgement on the merits. Default 			judgement is on the merits. 41B all judgements against the pl. are on the 		merits except jurisdiction, venue, or indispensibly parties.  
		3. Both cases must involve same claim of  cause of action. 
			a. majority view re claim: t/o or series of t/o
			b. minority position-primary rights theory different claim for 			property damage and personal injury.  Separate causes of action 			even if out of same t/o.  Cause of action was right that was invaded. 

Hypo:  Lucy and Ethell collide. Case #1, Lucy v. Ethelle (personal injury damages) valid, final judgement, entered.  Lucy v. Ethelle v. property damage.  Ethelle moves to dismiss.
1.  same parties-yes
2. did first case end in valid final judgement, yes
3. did both cases involve same action-majority says yes-same accident, minority said no. Different primary rights, so don’t dismiss. 

merger-claimant one case one
bar-claimant lost case two

Hypo: Case one-Lucy v. Ethel, case goes to final judgement  Case two, Ethel v. Lucy.  Can’t invoke res judicata, but compulsory counterclaim rule means should have asserted. 

	B. Collateral Estoppel (issue preclusion)-focuses on issue that was litigated on 	prior case, and cannot relitigate that issue in case two. 
		1. case one ended in valid, final judgement on the merits
		2. same issue litigated and determined in case one, can’t have ce from 		default judgement
		3. that issue was essential to the judgement in case one, can’t be dicta and 		has to be a necessary finding.	Must be reason for judgement
		4. Must have been a party or in privity or a representative.
		5. mutuality, not required by due process, cts can reject
			a. to allow non-parties to use non-mutual collateral estoppel
				1. non mutual defensive col. est.-non party, defendant 				using-ok if Andy had full fair opp. to litigate in the first 				case. 				
				 2. non mutual offensive col. est-non party, pl. using. 

Hypo: Barney driving B’s car and collides with Andy. B is vicariously liable for Barney’s acts. 
#1 Andy v. Barney-Barney wins, Andy negligent, contrib. neg.
#2 Andy v. B-nonmutual defensive collateral estoppel.  Andy found negligent already. 

Hypo: 
#1 Andy v. Barney- Andy neg., Barney wins
#2 B v. Andy- non mutual offensive coll. estoppel because Andy already negligent. 

